Tzolk'in: The Mayan Calendar: Mini Expansion 1
This mini-expansion consists of one monument tile and one Starting Wealth Tile. Mix them in with the other
tiles of the same kind.

Bonus Monument - Granary
This granary is built to stand the test of time. Its magnificence long after the Mayans stop storing grain in it.
This monument is unique in that an immediate effect during play. When you build it, immediately take 13 corn
from the corn bank.
At the end of the game, this monument is worth 13 points.
Bonus Starting Wealth - Cistern
Your tribe has figured out how to draw water out of the surrounding soil and and store it in an underground
cistern. The ecological impact of this feat of engineering harms the other tribes
If you choose this Starting Wealth Tile, you get 10 corn. Each of your opponents starts with 1 less corn. (An
opponent whose Starting Wealth Tiles provide no corn is not affected.)
If you draw this tile when placing dummy workers, it indicates that you will play this game with one less
dummy worker than usual (11 instead of 12 in a two-player game or 5 instead of 6 in a three-player game).

Help your culture grow and flourish, and the gods will smile upon you.

Tzolk'in: The Mayan Calendar: Mini Expansion 2
Originally given away in the Gathering of Friends 2013 convention giftbags, this mini expansion includes one
new monument and one new starting wealth tile.
The monument tile will reward users richly for building it is early as possible, while the new starting wealth tile
gives the player a head start on wood and corn, but penalizes on the god track for these corn and wood riches.

Tzolk'in: The Mayan Calendar - Tribes &
Prophecies: Mini Expansion 1
A new tribe and a new prophecy for Tzolk'in: The Mayan Calendar - Tribes & Prophecies. It was given out by
Czech Games Edition at Essen Spiel 2013

